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Modern



timeless. ageless. iconic. first-class. archetypal. They all 
mean “classic.”  Trends are all well and good, but sometimes you crave 
that which is enduring. You need to surround yourself with things that 
you know will stand the test of time. That is why we created The Classic 
Portfolio.
 Have you ever asked yourself why some things never go out of 
style? The little black dress, a red sports car, a great steak? The reason is 
deceptively simple. When something is so perfect from the outset, there 
is simply no room for improvement. 
 It is the same with furniture—some looks are so enduring, they have 
not only stood the test of time, but influenced the styles that followed.
 But classic doesn’t necessarily mean “old.” More recent styles have 
entered the pantheon of the classics, and you’ll see those influences in 
this dining collection. Modern’s simple lines evoke mid-century style and 
precision. From this inspiration, the collection fashions something new. 
You see it in the harp-shaped chair backs and deeply-stacked molding 
edges—architectural details, not adornments, that create depth and 
dimension. While it’s built on a modernistic sensibility, this realistically-
scaled collection takes relaxed dining to new heights of sophistication. 
 Modern’s minimalistic design makes the finishes all that more 
important. The boldly rich Onyx showcases the assured nature of the 
collection and makes a striking statement. Alabaster is a warm and 
contemporary ivory finish imbued with sophistication.
 Great products, great finishes, great scale, great design—these make 
up the heart and soul of Modern and all of The Classic Portfolio. No 
matter what room in your home, when you want the finest in quality and 
style, there is no better foundation.
 Start building your classic décor today.
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E l E m E n t s  o f  s t y l E

finish / wood characteristics

modern is finished in either onyx or Alabaster. An intense shade of black, onyx hints at the Asian influence 
of the collection, while Alabaster, a lighter option, offers a sophisticated, contemporary appeal.

hardware fabric

scalloped knobs add elegant finishing touches to 
modern’s designs. With a tarnished nickel finish, the 
hardware is as urbane and cosmopolitan as the 
collection itself.

Crème and Carbon are the fabric choices for modern. 
A refined and understated choice, Crème presents a buff 
hue with a subtle woven texture. Carbon features a linking 
oval pattern atop a graphite background.

onyx knob crÈmealabaster knob carbon

onyx (1)

alabaster (2)

powder glaze

hand patting

highlighting

sponged gesso
texture

open grain 
texture

burnishing 
on edges
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top:  Edging the tabletop with step molding 
imparts a classical profile. 
bottom:  the oval shaping of double-pillar 
table legs whispers Art deco and softens 
the look. 

132 CountEr tAblE top, 232 CountEr tAblE bAsE And Apron, 
72 CountEr stool (All onyx finish)   dEtAils: 12, 13



Who knew that minimalism
             had so much to say? 
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top:  When beauty meets utility, art results: 
a pullout shelf doubles the sideboard’s work 
surface.

middle:  silver, platinum or stainless—no matter; 
the felt-lined center drawer treats it all like 
treasure.

bottom:  the wine rack easily accommodates 
a case (or more).

138-21-05
sideboard

Alabaster finish 
(details p. 12)

138-21-73
bar stool

Alabaster finish 
(details p. 13)
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05 sidEboArd, 131 54" round dining tAblE top, 230 round dining 
tAblE bAsE, 69 Club ChAir (All onyx finish)   dEtAils: 12, 13
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top:  fluidly-shaped chair arms and backs are 
kind to human forms, and pleasing to the eye.  
bottom:  move Club Chairs effortlessly, and 
without damage to floors, on smooth-rolling 
casters. 
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above:  Kick plates protect the footrests of bar and 
counter stools.

138-21-132
counter table top

Alabaster finish 

138-11-232
counter table base and apron

onyx finish 
(details p. 12)

138-11-72
counter stool

onyx finish 
(details p. 13)

73 bAr stool (onyx finish)   dEtAils: 13
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top:  A simply-routed edge adds visual 
interest and counterweight to the turning 
details of the table’s base. 
bottom:  the base’s graceful hourglass shape 
draws the eye to the multi-stepped turning. 



05 sidEboArd, 131 54" round dining tAblE top, 230 round dining tAblE bAsE, 60 sidE ChAir (All AlAbAstEr finish)   dEtAils: 12, 13 11
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d i n i n g

138-11 Onyx; 138-21 Alabaster
Select hardwood solids, white meranti veneers

- 05 sideboard
Metal base; two felt-lined drawers; 
wine storage; one pullout shelf; one 
stationary shelf
49W  14D  37 1/2H  (124 x 36 x 95 cm)
 
see cover, inside front cover, 
pages 4, 5, 6, 11, 13

- 130 48" round 
dining table top
For use with 230 Round 
Dining Table Base; 
no leaves available
48 Diameter  2H  (122 x 5 cm)

- 230 round dining 
table base
For use with 130 or 131
Round Dining Table Top
27 1/8 Diameter  28H  (69 x 71 cm)
Overall with 130 top: 
48 Diameter  30H  (122 x 76 cm)
 
see cover

- 131 54” round 
dining table top
For use with 230 Round 
Dining Table Base; 
no leaves available
54 Diameter  2H  (137 x 5 cm)

- 230 round dining 
table base
For use with 130 or 131
Round Dining Table Top
27 1/8 Diameter  28H  (69 x 71 cm)
Overall with 131 top: 
54 Diameter  30H  (137 x 76 cm)
 
see pages 6, 7, 10, 11

- 132 counter table top
For use with 232 Counter 
Table Base and Apron
64 1/2W  41D  1 1/4H
(164 x 104 x 3 cm)

- 232 counter table base 
and apron
For use with 132 Counter 
Table Top
62 3/4W  39 1/4D  34 3/4H
(159 x 100 x 88 cm) 
Assembly required

Overall with 132 top:  
64 1/2W  41D  36H
(164 x 104 x 91 cm)
 
see pages 2, 3, 8, 9, back cover

138-11-132 top, 138-11-232 base 138-21-132 top, 138-11-232 base

138-21-132 top, 138-21-232 base 138-11-132 top, 138-21-232 base

138-11-130 top, 138-11-230 base

138-11-131 top, 138-11-230 base

138-11-130 top, 138-21-230 base

138-11-131 top, 138-21-230 base

138-21-130 top, 138-21-230 base

138-21-131 top, 138-21-230 base

138-21-130 top, 138-11-230 base

138-21-131 top, 138-11-230 base
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- 60 side chair
Carbon fabric
Seat:  20W  19 1/2D  3 3/4H  (51 x 50 x 10 cm)
Seat height:  19 1/4H  (49 cm)
Overall:  20W  23 3/4D  35H  (51 x 60 x 89 cm)
 
see pages 10, 11, 13

- 69 club chair
Carbon fabric; casters
Seat:  20 5/8W  18 5/8D  3 3/4H  (52 x 47 x 10 cm)
Seat height:  19 1/4H  (49 cm)
Arm height:  26 1/2H  (67 cm)
Overall:  22 1/2W  23 7/8D  35H  (57 x 61 x 89 cm)
 
see cover, pages 6, 7

- 72 counter stool
Crème fabric
Seat:  18 3/4W  18 1/4D  3 1/4H  (48 x 46 x 8 cm)
Seat height:  24 1/4H  (62 cm)
Arm height:  23 1/2H  (60 cm)
Overall:  21W  21 3/4D  39 3/8H  (53 x 55 x 100 cm)
 
see pages 2, 3, 8, 9, back cover

- 73 bar stool
Crème fabric
Seat:  18 3/4W  18 5/8D  3 1/4H  (48 x 47 x 8 cm)
Seat height:  30 1/4H  (77 cm)
Arm height:  29 1/2H  (75 cm)
Overall:  21W  21 3/4D  45 3/8H  (53 x 55 x 115 cm)
 
see inside front cover, pages 4, 5, 9
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p.o.  box 30  •   1641  Fairystone park hwy  •   stanleytown, Va 24168

stanleyfurniture.com


